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EcoSys™ Connect
Easier, Faster Project Data Integration

Those with
fully integrated
processes are

2.8x more
successful

than those in silos.
Source: LogiKal Project Intelligence “2020 Project
Controls Survey Report”

EcoSys Connect is a cloud-enabled integration platform that provides no-code and low-code integration solutions between
EcoSys and your other important software systems. Using our drag-and-drop job builder and innovative scheduling
interface, it has never been easier to bring all your project data together to drive greater efficiency, productivity and
insightful decision making.
Integration Unlocks Performance
Successful project performance hinges on receiving timely
and accurate insights. Too often, these critical insights are
delivered too late to affect positive change, hindered by silos
of disconnected systems and a reliance on inefficient
manual processes.
EcoSys mitigates these challenges by providing key
processes across the full lifecycle of projects and portfolios.
Then, where EcoSys doesn’t have native capability, easily fill
the gap with simplified integration of external systems. Enter
EcoSys Connect.
Data integration is usually complicated. Up to 40% of the
time and effort of an enterprise software implementation
can be dedicated to this endeavor. Instead, EcoSys Connect
makes integrations more responsive, faster to achieve and
less costly.

Key Benefits of EcoSys Connect
•

Supports all EcoSys Integrations. A flexible, cloudenabled, bi-directional middleware platform to
connect EcoSys with all your project data sources
of record – financial/ERP, scheduling, timesheets,
engineering, procurement and almost any other.

•

Reduced implementation time and cost. A
configurable, no-code and low-code solution, Connect
eliminates the need for complex programming,
shortening integration engagements.

•

Increased reliability and simplified maintenance.
With so much of the work already built in and no
reliance on programmers, integrations are stable, easy
to monitor and simple to update when needed.

•

Improved performance. Wait less. Know more. Built
using the most current integration technologies and
processes, Connect will inform your dashboards and
reports faster than ever.
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•

Main Features
An ultra-modern platform designed with an intuitive user
interface, EcoSys Connect provides features and utility that
make it easy to set up and maintain:
•

Cloud-enabled platform. Purpose-built to work in
concert with today’s infrastructure needs.

•

Intuitive user dashboard. Monitor job status and
leverage unprecedented access to audit logs.

•

Automated data transfer. Patent-pending interface for
scheduled and on-demand integration jobs.

•

Error handling. Quickly identify failed jobs to make sure
you are always using the latest, most accurate data.

•

Configurable field mapping and transformations.
It has never been easier to get your data to the right
place, in the right format, for the right insights.

•

Powerful web services API. Using the EcoSys
battle-hardened API, EcoSys Connect is your ally in
communicating with all your integration end points
while supporting your requisite protocols: SOAP, REST,
OData, SQL/ODBC.

•

On-premise to cloud integrations. While exceptional in
the cloud, we certainly didn’t forget our friends on the
ground. Connect’s satellite agent gives full web services
API capabilities to on-prem systems typically limited to
“integration” through flat files or staging tables.

Progress & Performance Management

Container-based Installation. Eliminate complexity to
quickly get running and configuring the connections
you need.

Pre-Configured Integration Solutions
The same way EcoSys and EcoSys Mobile extend the
configurable platform with robust, out-of-the-box
solutions, EcoSys Connect offers pre-configured
integrations to accelerate your time to value and lower
implementation costs.
Our growing library of connectors includes the P6
Connector. The entirely no-code solution integrates with
multiple Oracle Primavera P6 instances at once. Share
key data from WBS structures to activities, resources to
progress and milestones, and much more.
What is EcoSys Enterprise Project Performance?
Trusted by the world’s top project-driven organizations,
EcoSys natively combines portfolio management, project
management, and project controls processes into a single,
flexible solution. EcoSys delivers increased efficiency,
greater predictability and better control across the
project lifecycle. By aligning strategy and project/portfolio
execution with EcoSys, confidently make informed, datadriven decisions that maximize returns for owners and
agencies and margins for contractors.

Contact us today to learn more or schedule a demonstration.

Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous solutions. We are putting data to work to boost
efficiency, productivity, and quality across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety, and mobility applications.
Our technologies are shaping urban and production ecosystems to become increasingly connected and autonomous —
ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.
Hexagon’s PPM division empowers its clients to transform unstructured information into a smart digital asset
to visualize, build and manage structures and facilities of all complexities, ensuring safe and efficient operation
throughout the entire lifecycle.
Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 20,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of
approximately 3.9bn EUR. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.
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